Thank you ...

for volunteering to coach within SCOR’s Grades 5-12
House Program. We are sure you will find your
efforts rewarding. The players you will work with and
the community at large will benefit from your unselfish
gift of time, energy and knowledge.
This guide has been provided to help you face the
challenges of coaching these age groups. I hope you
can find the following pages helpful along the way.

Foreword

It is difficult to formulate a step-by-step approach
to learning how to play soccer, because the learning process depends largely on practice. Soccer is
best learned by playing, and the time children spend
playing the game is important for their soccer development. Lack of time is probably enemy number
one as far as learning to play soccer is concerned.
Nowadays, soccer is experienced in an environment
controlled and organized by adults with games and
drills devised, started and stopped by a coach.
The coach has to have the tools to compensate for
lost time by accelerated learning in a shorter period
through a range of age appropriate soccer activities
including matches. Because House coaches only
have limited amount of time per week at their disposal
to influence their players, the most important objective is to provide the most fun environment possible
by means of simplified games such as the ones
outlined in this guide.
The challenge as adults is to unlock the game within
each child so that they can have the opportunity to
have the fun they deserve to have.
We hope the information and activities described in
this guide are helpful in making your next season a
fun and competitive one. With the support of all of you
we are well underway to making sure all our objectives are met.

The Fundamental Ideas of S.C.O.R.
Coaching Philosophy

There is no magic formula to successful development. Improved performance is achieved by working
with players in a fun and competitive training environment. From our youngest to our oldest players we
must have an environment that appropriately encourages self-empowerment and frees young players to
be creative and take initiative on the field. Putting children into straitjackets of positional play too early only
destroys their instincts to be involved in the game.
Putting too many players on the field at an early age,
forces coaches to impose positions and roles (e.g.
“you defend and you attack”). As they mature and
are capable of keeping track of more things that are
occurring on the field, we can increase the number of
players that compete against each other. No matter
what age they are, our players must be in an environment that (1) is free flowing, (2) is coach-guided,
not coach-directed, and (3) requires every player to
participate in defending and attacking, regardless of
their position.

Keep in mind ...

Total Enjoyment From Soccer
When players are motivated practicing their sport,
they will have more fun, learn more from it, and
therefore become a better soccer player. So our goal
is to get as much pleasure from soccer as possible.
At training the most enjoyment can be gained in situations where players can score as much as possible
but also defend. On a full size field children don’t
have as many chances to touch the ball and therefore
skills are developed slower. House players, even 5-12
graders should practice with smaller number of players and on smaller fields. This way they touch the ball
more and, in match-situations, this improves vision.
Many Repetitions
Repetition is an important aspect in the process
of teaching soccer. Practice, practice and practice
again. At training this means activities with many rep-

etitions, not having to wait in line, sufficient balls and
goals etc., good planning & organization and quality
coaching.
Good Coaching
Often there are instructions given by coaches that the
children don’t understand. That’s why it is important
that coaches understand how children experience
soccer and that they know how to make things clear

We Play Small-sided Formats
Because We Want ...
1.

... Our soccer players to touch the
soccer ball more often and become more
skillful with it! (Technical development)

2.

... Our soccer players to make more,
less complicated decisions during the game!
(Tactical development)

3.

4.

... Our soccer players to be more physically
efficient in the field space they are playing in!
(Physical development)
... Our soccer players to have more, involved
playing time in the game by providing more
opportunity to solve problems that only the
game presents. (Tactical development)

5.

... Our soccer players to have more
opportunity to play on both sides of the ball!
(Attacking & defending situations)

6.

... Our soccer players to have more
opportunities to score goals! (Pure excitement)

7.

... to include children of all temperaments,
assertive to shy, to have more opportunities to
interact with others and the game!
(Socialization)

to children. Small sided and competitive games create an environment in which children are fully motivated and practice enthusiastically by playing. Young
and old alike enjoy small sided games as part of their
training sessions. The best results are obtained by
making training sessions most enjoyable! If you lack
in confidence or experience let your players play an
intense small-sided scrimmage in a condensed play
area and watch how the game itself can teach.

Small-Sided Games
- A Preferred Coaching Tool -

Within the small-sided game several aspects
of all four components (Physical, Pyschological, Tactical and Technical) of the game can be
taught.
Physical:
Certainly specific soccer fitness will occur in
this environment.
Pyschological:
Many types of mental skills can be taught and/
or reinforced while playing small-sided games.
Technical & Tactical:
Attention to various tactics and techniques can
be given when using small-sided games as
a coaching tool. Here are the details of what
could be taught within those two components
of the game for this age group.
• Dribbling
• Shooting
• Passing
• Receiving
_____
• Roles of 1st & 2nd attackers and defenders
• Individual & pairs tactics
• Fundamental group shape

“THE GAME IS THE BEST TEACHER!”

Small-Sided Games
Activity 1

Shooting in the box
Emphasis:
Close range shooting, getting the shot off early.
Set-up:
Players are divided into groups of three players.Each
group is identified with a different colored vest.Two
groups are placed inside the penalty area; the remaining groups are positioned outside the parameter
of the box.A goalkeeper is placed in goal.
Objective:
The coach starts the practice by serving the ball into
the penalty area. Players play 3V3. First team to
score stays on. Losers leave the grid and position
themselves on the outside of the grid. New team
comes into the box. Teams stay on as long as they
keep winning. The team in possession can use
the outside players as well. Players on the outside
are limited to “one touch”. Keep track of the goals
scored and make a competition amongst the players.
First team to four consecutive wins is the champions.

Progression:
It must be a “one time” finish.
Outside players can score as well
A finish using the head is worth two.
Coaching Points:
You must feel where the defender is applying
pressure.
Check at angles to receive the ball to allow a better
shooting angle.
Prep touch must take you towards the goal.
Play the way you face if the defender is on you.
Concentrate on transition from offense to defense
and vice versa.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 2

3 v 3 + 2 To Goal
Emphasis:
Shooting, crossing, heading

Progression:
Make one of the defending players take a knee to
make it 3 V 2 + 2.

Set-up:
Create 30x50 yard grid. Place two regulation goals
at both ends with a goalkeeper and a supply of balls
in each goal. Divide your team into three teams of
three, and identify four flank players. Position two
teams in the grid, as well as a flank player on each
side.

One touch maximum for the flank players.

Objective:
The play starts from the goalkeeper who distributes
out to a flank player. The flank player cannot be
challenged and has 2 touches to combine with the
team on offense in the middle of the grid. The flank
players are trying to cross the ball in for a shot on
goal. If the defending team wins possession, they
must pass it wide in order to score going the other
way. If the ball leaves the grid or the goalkeeper
gains possession, the play is started going the other
way. Play for 2 minutes or three goals, which ever
comes first.

Make the grid narrower.
Coaching Points:
Must support the flank players.
Time the runs into the box.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 3

8 v 4 with Defensive Scoring

Emphasis:
Passing, Angles of support, Defending as a unit.
Set-up:
25 x 25 yard grid.
12 players in each grid.
A selection of balls are placed at the side of the grid
with the coach.

Objective:
The coach starts the activity by passing a ball into
any of the eight attacking players. The eight attacking players attempt to keep possession for as long
as they can. The four defenders must try to intercept
the ball and quickly pass the ball through any of the
mini goals located outside the grid. Play for a total
of six balls before switching the defensive players.
Points are awarded to the defensive unit for successfully passing the ball through the mini goals. Every
point scored equals one less ball that they need to
defend from the coach.

Two sets of colored bibs.
Cones are placed to create 8 mini goals around the
outside of the grid. 4 players are designated as the
defenders to start the game.

Progressions:
The coach times the activity to give the defenders
some urgency.
Coaching Points:
Quality of passing is imperative for attacking team.
Angles of support.
Defending as a unit.
Communicating as a defensive group is vital.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 4

Support the Target Man

Emphasis:
Passing the ball forward to a target and traveling to
support the play.
Set-up:
40 x 40 yard grid. 12 players. Two teams of 4
players are positioned inside the grid. The remaining four players are split into two groups of two and
positioned at opposite ends of the grid to act as
targets. The grid is divided into two by a halfway line
of cones.
Objective:
Both teams begin in one half of the grid. Both teams
compete for possession of the ball. The possession
game is restricted to one half of the grid until the ball
is played to a target at the opposite end. Players
must attempt to quickly pass the ball in the air to a
target at the opposite end of the grid. In the above
diagram player (A) passed to player (B). Player (B)
passed to player (C) who has played the ball forward
to one of the opposite target players. After switching the ball both teams must travel into the other half
of the grid and continue with the possession game.
The target players are restricted to two touches
and must pass to whichever team passed to them.
Points are awarded for a successful pass to a target
player from the opposite half of the grid. Rotate the
teams after a designated period of time.

Progressions:
Target players limited to one touch to encourage the
supporting players to support quickly.
Two touch restriction on all other players.
Coaching Points:
Sharp accurate passing – keep the ball moving.
Pass the ball until an opportunity to play forward
arises.
Play forward early and often.
Communication between players is vital.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 5

Grid To Grid Possession

Emphasis:
Passing, Receiving
Set-up:
Place two 15x15 yard grids, ten yards apart from
each other. Place four yellow players and 2 red players in one grid. Have the remaining two red players
stay in the other grid. Place extra balls around the
two grids.
Objective:
The four yellow players keep the ball away from the
two red players inside the grid. As soon as the red
defenders win the ball, (as shown in the picture),
they play it over to the other grid, join their teammates and play 4 V 2 in that grid. Red’s transition
to the new grid must be quick. If the ball leaves the
grid it is restarted by a kick in.

Progression:
One touch maximum.
Increase the grid size and make it a 6 V 3.
Coaching Points:
Create supporting angles.
Play the way you face, and away from pressure.
First defender must pressure the ball, and make it
predictable for the other defender.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 6

3 v 3 Pass it, Finish it

Objective:
3 v 3 game. Each team can designate a goalkeeper
who can use their hands inside the en-zone area.
Goalkeepers must become outfield players when
their team is in possession. Goals are awarded for 5
consecutive passes or for shooting the ball into the
mini goals.
Progressions:
Can only score with inside of the foot.
Reduce the size of the mini goals and play with no
goalkeepers.
Coaching Points:
Lock ankle, keep ball on the ground when passing.
Receive the ball and take into space with first touch
away from defenders.
Try to pass the ball into the corner of the goals.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 7

Switching Play
Emphasis:
Switching the point of attack, Passing,
small-sided game.
Set-up:
30 x 30 yard grid.
Players are split into two teams.
A 5v5 is organized inside the grid and 2 players from
each team (A,B,C,D) are positioned at each end of
the grid.
Two sets of colored bibs.
Balls are located outside grid with the coach.

Objective:
Both teams try to maintain possession of the ball.
Points are awarded for completing a pass to one of
the supporting players located outside the grid. Support player must pass the ball in to their teammates
as quickly as possible to maintain the rhythm of the
game. After a point is scored at one end of the grid
the next point must be scored at the other end – cannot score at the same side twice in a row. Change
the supporting players after a designated number of
points or period of time. If the ball leaves the playing
area the coach should quickly play the next ball into
the grid to keep the intensity high.
Progressions:
Players use a maximum of 2 touches.
1 touch for the outside players.
Coaching Points:
Keep the ball moving with quick accurate passing.
Attempt to switch the ball to the opposite end of the
grid as quickly as possible.
Movement and angles of support are important if
switching opportunities are to develop.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 8

6 v 6 with End Zones
Emphasis:
Switching the point of attack, Passing, small-sided
game.

Progressions:
Players use a maximum of 2 touches.
Player cannot enter end zone before the ball enters,
to encourage well-timed runs

Set-up:
40 x 40 yard grid with cones placed as shown to create a 3-4 yard wide end zone at each side.

Coaching Points:
Keep the ball moving with quick accurate passing.

Players are split into two teams. Two sets of
colored bibs.

Attempt to switch the ball to the opposite end zone
as quickly as possible.

A 6v6 is organized inside the grid as shown.

Movement and angles of support are important if
switching opportunities are to develop.

Balls are located outside grid with the coach.
Objective:
Both teams try to maintain possession of the ball.
Points are awarded for completing a pass to a teammate located inside either end zone. Players cannot
score in the same end zone twice in a row. After a
point is scored at one end of the grid the next point
must be scored at the other end. If the ball leaves
the playing area the coach should quickly play the
next ball into the grid to keep the intensity high.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 9

5 v 2 Keep Away with Transition

Emphasis:
Passing in small groups to encourage proper angles
and distance of support.
Set-up:
Two 10 x 10 yard grids set up side by side.
Five players in each 10 x 10 grid.
Teams wear different colored bibs.
A ball is positioned inside one of the grids.
Objective:
The team in possession of the ball attempts to keep
the ball for as long as possible through sharp passing and constant moving. The team opposite can
send over two players (A,B) to try to win possession
of the ball. This creates a 5v2 situation. If (A or B)
wins possession of the ball they must pass the ball to
their teammates in the opposite grid. The opponents
can then send over two players to try to win possession of the ball. Play is continuous for a designated
period of time. Each time the ball transitions across
the grids two new players must act as the defenders
to create the 5v2.

Progression:
One-touch restriction for all players.
Coaching Points:
Passing must be sharp and accurate – keep the ball
moving.
Players must offer good angles and distance of support to receive passes.
Defenders should apply as much pressure as possible to force a high tempo.
Players must stay focused during transition.

Small-Sided Games
Activity 10

Team Crossing Exercise

Emphasis:
Basic pattern play resulting in crossing and finishing.
Timing and angles of runs into the box
Set-up:
Server (1) stands inside the center circle with a supply of balls. Servers (2) and (3) are positioned 30
yards from goal and ten yards in from the sideline.
Player (4) starts close to server (3) and player (5)
starts 30 yards out even with the corner of the sixyard box as shown.

Progressions:
Can only finish with a header.
Add recovering defenders that start at the same
location as players (4,5).
Coaching Points:
Attack the ball in the air – don’t wait for it to drop.
Timing and angle of runs into the box – try to cover
the front and back posts.
All crosses must be hit with pace.

Objective:
Server (1) drives the ball into server (2). Server (2)
plays a one-two pass with Server (3) who is checking
back to the ball. Server (3) slots the ball down the
line for server (2). Server (2) makes his run down
the outside channel and crosses into the box. Players (4) and (5) time their runs to the near and far
post. Players must attempt to finish with one touch.
Rotate the servers and attackers to avoid fatigue.

Buildup play must be one-touch.

